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DVD to iPod Converter - The easiest way to convert DVD to iPod-MP4 video

DVD to iPod Converter which is specially designed to convert DVD movies to your iPod. It
could help you remove the copyright protection on the original movie discs and let you convert
them into iPod-MP4 format. Moreover, it provides you with 3 different converting modes
(Entire Disc, Main Movie, and Customize) which allow you to converting any part /title/chapter
of the original movie disc.

Entire Disc converting mode: This converting mode lets you convert whole movie disc into
iPod-MP4 without any parameter deleted.

Main Movie converting mode: This converting mode will automatically detected main movies
part and delete other unnecessary parts such as intros, sound tracks, menu, languages and
so on to convert.

Customize converting mode: This converting mode allows you to select any title/chapter on
the original movie dics to convert.

Key Features

Region-free & CSS-free, remove Sony ARccOS copy-protection on-the-fly

Remove new Sony ARccOS protection, convert ARccOS protected DVDs smoothly.
Convert copyright-protected DVD movies. Built-in DVD Ripper, backup CSS (Content
Scrambling System) encrypted movie.
Support all-region discs, remove region protection (Region-free), remove RPC-I/RPC-
II/RCE region protection automatically during converting.
Without warning screen and watermark, converting DVD to iPod with high quality.

Highest conversion speed

You can easily convert all kinds of DVD to iPod video (MP4) format with highest
conversion speed.

Convert one file with different output types

Before converting, you are allowed to set output video type including video resolution,
frame rate, bit rate, audio channel, audio bit rate, etc.

Specify Output File Size
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The Bitrate calculator lets you know the file size and converted video quality before
conversion.

Rip and Convert a segment

Clip a certain segment from your favorite movie by assigning the start time and
duration.

Get DVD Info

The smart recognizer will display the whole disc content by chapters, thus you can
easily find out which part is your preferred.

Choose DVD Subtitle and Audio Track

Choose subtitle and audio track from original DVD to play in your iPod device.

Stunning Image and Sound Quality

Ripped or converted files have the same excellent quality as the original DVD disc.

Real-time preview DVD source

A mini window is provided for user to preview the original DVD.

Thoughtful operation

Turn off PC after converting finished. Free your hands.

System Requirements

CPU     Intel CPU with 350 MHz and MMX, or AMD CPU with 450 MHz and 3Dnow! or
higher
Memory     64MB RAM or more
Operation System     Microsoft Windows 98/98SE/ME, Windows NT/2000/2003,
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7
Devices     All DVD-ROM drives, All DVD writer drives
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